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BRIEF HISTORY OF LEAD
In use by 3000 B.C. in Egypt
Romans massed produced lead: Plumbum,
Plumbum Line and Bob
•Water pipes & baths
• Pots & Kettles
• Sweet taste considered a benefit: “Sugar of Lead”
Used by the Chinese to make coins
Gladiators clad their Fists & Knuckles with Lead
Later for Coffins, roofing, gutters, statues
Movable Print – Invention of the Printing Press in 1455
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HISTORY OF LEAD CONT.
USA 1920’s: Along with the automobile
came leaded gasoline
1924 – Refinery Accident kills 17 workers,
violent insane death.
Although this photo displays an add for
corn alcohol, Tetraethyl Lead ruled the day
Henry Ford thought ethyl alcohol would
be good for farmers but Standard Oil had
other plans
Lincoln, Nebraska 1933
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HISTORY OF LEAD CONT.
In 1938 the “Lead Industry” became organized
with the Lead Industries Association (LIA)

The LIA’s “White Lead” Campaign was
centered on the sale of interior paint to low
cost construction.
i
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HISTORY OF LEAD CONT.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF LBP
• 1971: Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (LBPPPA)
• Hazard ID: LBP Chips
• Set Blood Levels at 60 µg/dl (Micrograms per deciliter of blood)
• 1973: Amendment to the LBPPPA
• Allowable LEAD in paint content 0.5%, THEN in 1974 to .06%
• or 5000 parts per million (ppm)
• or 1 milligram per square centimeter mg/cm2
• 1978: Consumer Product Safety Commission
• Banned the (Residential Use) Paint with more than .06 % or 600 ppm
• 1987-1988: Significant Amendments to (LBPPPA)
• Required
R i d HUD to come up with
i h plan,
l they
h did iin 1990 and
d iit iis still
ill
confusing today! “The Comprehensive & Workable Plan”
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FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF LBP – CONT.
•1992: Title X (Title 10)
• Official response to be Pro-active and not Reactive!
• Pamphlets,
P
hl
di
disclaimers,
l i
informative
i f
i approach.
h
• 2008: Renovation Repair and Painting (RRP )
• Enforcement Commenced April 22,
22 2010
• Affects: Contractors, Property Managers, others…
• Applies to: Residential, Apartments, and child-occupied
facilities….* built before 1978.
facilities….
* Such as school and day-care centers
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GOOD NEWS!
Many of you work in post 1978 facilities:
But wait, not so fast! Keep in mind:
•
•
•

OSHA and
d other
th EPA regulations
l ti
may apply
l
Remember, commercial coatings may still have a high lead
content.
Future regulations or amendments may change the year and
or allowable thresholds, i.e. weight, volumes, ppm, %, etc.
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MORE REGULATIONS???
BNi Building News Reported on March 29, 2011:
EPA hhas agreed
d tto issue
i
a proposall to:
t
1. Reduce the allowable level of lead from 0.5% to .06%
(5 000 ppm vs.
(5,000
vs 600 ppm)
2. Floor dust levels of lead, considered a hazard would be
reduced from 40 µg/ft2 to 10 µg/ft2 and for window sills,
250 µg/ft
/f 2 down
d
to 100 µg/ft
/f 2.
•Note: Petitioned by the Sierra Club & The Alliance for Healthy Homes
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WHAT IF I AM PRE-1978 CONSTRUCTION?
• Prior to starting a renovation that will disturb more than 6 sf
/room you must first determine if Lead Based Paint Present:
/room,
• EPA Certified Inspector or Risk Assessor does testing or
• EPA Certified
ifi d Renovator with
i h an EPA Recognized
i d Test Kit*
i*
* Currently no EPA approved test kit.
• If Lead Based Paint is present, or is assumed to be present and
an outside contractor is financially compensated for the work,
then the contractor must
m st be Renovation Repair & Painting
Certified.
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WHAT DO RRP FIRMS DO DIFFERENTLY?
•EPA Lead-Safe Certification Program for Renovation Firms:
• Firms receive Cert based on individual training
• Attended an 8 – Hour EPA Approved course
• Apply for and Pay a fee of $300.00
$300 00
• Receive certification from EPA
• Certified Firms then have permission to display the…
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WHAT DO RRP FIRMS DO DIFFERENTLY?
• RRP Contractors must use lead safe work practices:
• Inform, Document, Maintain Certification
• Contain DUST
• Minimize DUST
• Collect DUST
“Always ask to see your contractors certification”
(Yes, you should actually call the EPA/Training Provider if you
have any doubt)
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EPA CONTACT FOR FLORIDA
• Hire only Contractors who are Certified RRP Contractors*
Regional Lead Contact
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsythh Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960
((404)) 562-9900
• epa.gov/lead
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BACK TO HEALTHCARE!
What do we do, we are not paid renovators nor are
we contractors! How do we comply!
py
If you work in a pre-1978 constructed hospital, you should as
engineers
g
follow and adapt
p to the rules for EPA Firm Certification:
That means:
• Designate an individual to attend the RRP EPA Approved
Course. Apply for certification!
• Assumed Lead Based Paint is present or have it tested in
projects that will disturb >6 sf interior,
interior & >20 sf exterior.
exterior
• Follow and abide by 40 CFR Part 745
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WE’RE HALF WAY THERE AT LEAST!
•

If you are pre-1978, chances are you have been through an asbestos
abatement or mold clean up

•

Engineering controls such as negative
pressure, containment barriers and
are the same for lead.

•

Hepa vacuuming, wet wiping, and
PPE selection is also the same for
lead.
lead

•

Ante-room and decontamination
pprocedures are also the same for lead
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OTHER SOURCES OF LEAD?
Lead can be found in many hospitals in the following form:
•

X-ray rooms in wall shielding

•

Roofing – Vents/flashings

•

Equipment, Commercial, “Safety” Coatings

•

Batteries, Equipment, Fluorescent Tubes

•

Plumbing – lead solder if Pre-1978
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FLORIDA’S
FLORIDA
S MOLD
FLORIDA CHAPTER 468, Part XVI of FLORIDA STATUES
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HISTORY OR MOLD
Mold has been around longer than man so why all these laws
now?
• Propensity of hurricanes and flooding in recent years has
brought mold to the forefront as a health concern
• Insurance and Litigation
g
business is seekingg protection
p
and
opportunity.
• Newer tighter construction and some new building
products are more susceptible to mold
mold.
• Because of all that water damage and mold growth in
recent years, unscrupulous contractors and non-contractors
are taking advantage of John Q. Public.
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FEDERAL & STATE REGULATIONS
• No Federal Regulations
• Other States with
ith Laws
La s similar to Florida:
• LA, TX & CA
• Other States with some law pertaining to Mold/Fungi:
• 28 Others: Including:
• AZ = Antimicrobial Pest Management Applicator
• WA= Notification Policy - $43K Annual
Budget
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
1468.84

Legislative purpose.--The Legislature
finds it necessaryy in the interest of the p
public
safety and welfare, to prevent damage to real
and personal property, to avert economic injury
to the residents of this state, and to regulate
persons and companies that hold themselves
out to the public as qualified to perform mold
moldrelated services.
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
• Fees: Cost of application ranges from $200 - $400 for both Assessor and
Remediator Applications.
• Application: By means of Examination, Endorsement or Grandfathering.
Note: Grandfathering expired on March 1, 2011.
• Examination: 2 year related degree & min. 1 year exp.
Or: 4 years documented field exp.
• Endorsement: Likely based on number of other licensed states
• Continuing education and renewals are required
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
•Insurance:
1) A mold assessor shall maintain general liability and errors
and omissions insurance coverage in an amount of not less
than $1,000,000.
2) A mold remediator shall maintain a general liability
insurance ppolicyy in an amount of not less than $1,000,000
,
,
that includes specific coverage for mold-related claims.
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
Persons or b
P
business
i
organizations
i ti
th
thatt are acting
ti within
ithi
the scope of the respective licenses required under
chapter
p 471, p
part I of chapter
p 481, chapter
p 482, chapter
p
489, or part XV of this chapter, are acting on behalf of an
insurer under part VI of chapter 626, or are persons in the
manufactured housing industry who are licensed under
chapter 320, except when any such persons or business
organizations hold themselves out for hire to the public as
a "certified
" tifi d mold
ld remediator,"
di t " ""registered
i t d mold
ld
remediator," "licensed mold remediator," "mold
p
mold remediator," or any
y
remediator," "professional
combination thereof stating or implying licensure under
this part.
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
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FLORIDA’S MOLD
A the
Are
h new M
Mold
ld R
Regulations
l i
iin Jeopardy?
J
d ?
Senate Bill 1244: Proposes repeal of all Mold Related Services
Senator Jim Norman
Introduced to the Senate on March 8, 2011
14031 N
N. Dale Mabry Blvd
Blvd. Tampa
Tampa, Florida
House Bill 4171: Repeal of Chapter 468 Part XVI
Representative James Grant
Introduced first session of 2011
12956 N. Dale Mabry, Tampa, Florida
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LEAD : THINKING GLOBALLY, ACTING LOCALLY!
A CASE STUDY:
Despite being banned for
road & highway use…

Leaded Gasoline is still
available
il bl in
i the
th US ffor many
off road applications
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LEAD : A CASE STUDY
Typically available only at
the race track or wholesalers.
However this pump is at a
However,
regular gas/filling station.

The yellow bottle on the right
contains 2.5 gallons of a
50/50 mix – 110 Leaded &
104 Unleaded race fuels.
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LEAD : A CASE STUDY
After jjust two events, a residue
Af
id
was observed at the exhaust exit
opening.
p
g In a simple
p experiment,
p
,
the fuel was transferred through
a regular coffee filter….

An additional filter was used as a
control,
l both
b h were pre-weighed,
i h d
identical at .025 oz. The filter was
then allowed to dryy and both were
weighed again. The transfer filter
was now .028 oz.
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LEAD : A CASE STUDY
Our “EPA Recognized”
Test kit indicated Red is
Lead immediately

At both the exhaust exit
opening
i and
d the
th ttransfer
f
filter media.
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LEAD : A CASE STUDY
• Although
Al h
h primitive,
i i i our case study/experiment
d /
i
demonstrates
d
that:
• Leaded gasoline can still be purchased today
• Lead dust can result from the simple process of leaded
gasoline evaporating.
evaporating
• Lead dust can result from leaded gasoline when used as a
fuel source for the internal combustion engine. No Doubt!
• It
I only
l takes
k 10 milligrams
illi
off lead
l d dust
d to poison
i
a child
hild
for life…A teaspoon can hold 4,000!
• This means I need to buy more expensive unleaded fuel if I am
to think globally and act locally!
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LEAD : A CASE STUDY
• Keep in mind:
•400K children are poisoned annually.
annually
• Damage is usually permanent if exposure occurs under age 6
• 38 million homes remain with LBP
• 1 in 4 is a hazard
• Windows & Doors also a potential hazard - Friction
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GOBBELL HAYS PARTNERS, INC.
• GHP established in 1977
• Performed Services in Healthcare since the mid-1980’s
• Architectural and Forensic Architecture Studios
• Environmental,
Environmental Health and Safety Studio
• Offices in Nashville, Denver, San Antonio, and
Palm Beach Gardens
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GOBBELL HAYS PARTNERS, INC.

Nashville Denver San Antonio Palm Beach Gardens
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THANK YOU!

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
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